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799

3649

iWorks® 10-Pocket
Camo Tool Bag

90-Pc. Tool Set

4 pockets on front, 3
pockets on back and 3 inner
pockets. Size: 12" x 7".
1604461

Includes metric & SAE hex
keys, torpedo level, 16'
tape measure, pliers,
screwdrivers, sockets,
ratchet screwdriver, spring
clamps, claw hammer,
driver bits/with bits holder
and case.
1604479

99¢

1999

8-Oz. Itasca® 2Cycle Utility Oil

5/8-In. x 50-Ft.
Never Kink®
Heavy Duty Hose

Designed for high
performance requirements
of severe duty air-cooled 2
stroke-cycle engines. Use
for snowmobiles,
motorcycles, chain saws
and lawnmowers.
1868157

Self-straightening and
flexible to 45 degrees
Fahrenheit. Power coil collar
eliminates kinking.
Antimicrobial protection
guards against mold and
mildew.
2390029

799

1999

13-Gal. Kitchen
Trash Bags

30-Ft. Pocket
Laser Distance
Measurer

Drawstring kitchen bags.
90-Count.
2463867

Small and easy to use with
one-button operation.
Offers quick and easy
measuring for furniture
estimates, wall lengths with
an accuracy of within 1/4".
2667368

$

2799

$

2799

3-Pc. Large Nylon
Rain Suit

3-Pc. XL Nylon
Rain Suit

Storm front jacket with
zippered closure, detachable
drawstring hood, drawstring
elastic waist pants and
internal back mesh panel.
Full cut size fits over
clothing.

Storm front jacket with
zippered closure, detachable
drawstring hood, drawstring
elastic waist pants and
internal back mesh panel.
Full cut size fits over
clothing.

3558913

3558921

$

2799

$ 99

5

3-Pc. 2XL Nylon
Rain Suit

Twin Pk.
Primer/Cement
Pack

Storm front jacket with
zippered closure, detachable
drawstring hood, drawstring
elastic waist pants and
internal back mesh panel.
Full cut size fits over
clothing.

Contains 4-oz. purple primer
and 4-oz. PVC solvent
cement. For PVC pipe
projects.
4069316

3558939

$ 99

3

Safety Glasses

$

99.9% UV protection. Soft
rubber nosepiece with flared
ends and soft rubber
temples. Black frame and
scratch resistant, smoke
lenses. Includes neck cord.

3299

50-Qt. Latitude
Cooler
Features (4) self-draining
drink holders on the lid,
swing-up handles, tie down
points on lid and handle
brackets, and mobile device
stand to park phones and
tablets.

4995080

4797866

99¢
1-Roll Sparkle®
Paper Towel
2-Ply paper towels with
thirst pockets. Wipes dry
fast. 56 sheets per roll with
different print designs.

699

5522073

36-Oz. Hardwood
Floor Cleaner
Formulated to clean all
types of wood floors coated
with polyurethane finish and
factory pre-finished wood
floors. Non-toxic.

$ 99

7

5376801

1-Gal. Poly
Compression
Sprayer
General purpose pressure
sprayer ideal for spraying
water, fertilizers, herbicides,
pesticides and much more.
6361273

$

1699

20-In. Box Fan
3-Speed rotary dial, sleek
wave grille design, 5-wing
blade. Energy efficient,
ergonomic carrying handle
and heavy duty steel
frame.
5893052

$ 99

5

1-3/4-In. x 12-1/2-In. Pry Bar
Forged, high-carbon steel, contoured bar. Beveled nail slot at
both ends.
6475362

$

$

1299

1299

9-3/4-In. Right Cutting Aviation Snips

9-3/4-In. Left Cutting Aviation Snips
Cuts 18 gauge low carbon steel. Non-slip serrated jaws, selfopening action, safety latch, and contoured vinyl grip.

Cuts 18 gauge low carbon steel. Non-slip serrated jaws, selfopening action, safety latch, and contoured vinyl grip.
6504567

6503791

$ 99

7

3-Pk. Roach &
Flea Fogger
Kills roaches, fleas and
other insects. Includes (3)
2.7 oz. cans.
6756134

$

1299

9-3/4-In. Straight Cutting Aviation Snips
Cuts 18 gauge low carbon steel. Non-slip serrated jaws, selfopening action, safety latch, and contoured vinyl grip.
6504690

$ 99

3

32-Oz.
Cleaner/Degreaser
Dissolves grease on
contact and quickly
removes grime, oil, wax,
dirt and tar. Tackles
hundreds of household,
automotive and shop tasks.
7432016

$ 49

3

64-Oz. Westley's®
Concentrated Car
Wash
Safe for all car finishes; will
not strip wax. Fights spots
and streaks. High sudsing
formula.
6945281

1795
55-Gal. Drum
Liners
40 Count. Super strong
black liners. Ties included.
7939374

$

8999

Garden Hose Reel
Cart
Steel construction. Top
storage basket. 10"
pneumatic tires. 250' x 5/8"
dia. hose capacity. Includes
6' leader hose.
8952038

$ 99

2

1-Qt. Itasca® 4Cycle 10W-30
Lawnmower Oil

$ 99

1

1-Oz. Liquid Ant Killer

Provides long-lasting engine
protection for lawn and
garden tractors, riders,
edgers, walk-behind and
commercial mowers.

Kills the queen and kills the colony.

9163528

7970429

$

3999

20-In. High
Velocity Floor Fan
Energy-efficient 3-speed
fan, PSC motor. Deep "V"
base with 4 non-skid feet.
Fan head tilts for versatile
use.
9540295

$

1699

Heavy-Duty
Flooring
Kneepads
Neoprene fabric liner
textured PVC outer shell.
High-density, foam padding
helps reduce pressure on
kneecap. Slip-buckle
fastener system with
adjustable straps.
9717778

